CENTRAL ORIENTEERING CLUB
President:

Tel:
UP

AND

John Gregory,
13 Buckley Road,
Royal Oak,
Auckland, 3.
656508

Secretary

Tel:

Wallace Bottomley
24 Dingle Road,
St. Heliers,
Auckland, 5.
556383

COMING

September

27

October 3

AUCKLAND NIGHT CHAMPS, Central Club, Woodhill
Forest.
Entries close 27.9.81.
Barbeque
facilities available.

4
11

AUCKLAND CHAMPS, Central Club.
Entries
closed. Prize giving 2.30 pm on the spot
at event centre.

WAIUKU FOREST AND FARMS (this event moved
from 20.9.81), South Auckland Club.
O/Y

REEVES FARM, South Auckland Club.

18

DOMAIN
C.D. O/Y.

25

NATIONAL CHAMPS, North-West Club, Woodhill
Forest.
Entry form attached

November 1

AUCKLAND RELAY CHAMPS, South Auckland Club,
Matakawau South map.

Entry form enclosed.

8

Craigavon Park, Central Club.

15

C.D. O/Y

Raffle Books
Some have not yet been returned!
Urgent!
Wallace Bottomley, 24 Dingle Rd, St Heliers.

WELCOME!
M.13
M.13
M.13

Send to

TO NEW MEMBERS:

Wayne Rudd, Avondale
Phone
Robert Dawson, Avondale
Peter Robinson, Avondale
Pilkington family, Hillsborough
Cardin family, Epsom

677-322
884-907
886-580
655-271
603-076

Also, WELCOME BACK JOHN RIX! We'll hear all about
your sojourn in Switzerland in the next newsletter, please.

-

TRAINING AND
The C.O.C. Training Day

Telephone Road Map, Woodhill 12.7.81

Our sport is proud of its 'unique' nature- a blend of mental and
physical exercise taken as seriously as the individual wants and at
a speed that suits him or her. It is also unusual in having an
internationally accepted age grade structure running from youngest
to oldest. The latter point is undoubtably the reason why our sport
is not controlled at the national or even club level by an elderly,
possibly learned, band of officials somewhat out of touch with the
actual needs of the competitor- the officials are the competitors
whether at an event or running the affairs of the club. You can't,
or don't have to, retire from orienteering!
What has this preamble to do with training days? Precisely
that most experienced orienteers in N.Z. are too busy, for the reasons
given above, competing, organising, officiating or recovering from
all of these to do anything about other less experienced orienteers.
Most orienteering skills in themself are fairly straightforward,
the problem is to combine them simultaneously i.e. route-choice
decision making, map reading, compass reading, interpretation of terrain around you, pacing etc, without making mistakes and under some
physical and mental strain. Who can't read the map perfectly at walking speed? ( I f you can't, this is what you obviously need to practise,
if you haven't tried, similarly) In fact, most N.Z. competitions
can be won by the averagely fit person who makes no mistakes ( o r
less than say 2-3mins); physical fitness plays a lesser part than
perhaps it should (or does in other countries) partly due to the
fairly short courses we set in either complex terrain (eg the coastal
side of Woodhill) or rugged terrain (eg Waiuku No. 3). Thus the orienteer will achieve a greater gain for time invested by improving his
orienteering skills than his physical fitness. Why don't we learn
more from our own mistakes in competitions?
a. contact: regular orienteers don't do much to help (or
welcome) newcomers, giving them the benefit of their
experience.
b. feedback: it's easy to make the same mistakes again and
again unless you reflect on the nature of them, (ie why
they happened, what your weaknesses are) and talk to others
about their techniques and how successful they are.
c. unique nature of O - you're out there on your own, you
can't get help exactly when you need it- when you have just
made a mistake!
d. cowardice! It's often too tempting to take road routes
simply to save a few minutes (or seconds) when you should
be forcing yourself to get as much forest experience as
you can, taking direct or more difficult routes. After all
how many hours practice do you get in a year actually in the
forest, why waste it running along roads, even if you think
it's the course setter's fault? A few lost O/Y points in
the short term are much less important than longer term
improvement.
e. tiredness if you are not fit, when you get tired in a
competition survival instincts take over and it's all too
easy to pack up or just not to bother to study the map
carefully, just running and hoping things will work out.
Obviously one learns little in this situation.
f. absence of a coaching structure, particularly for younger
orienteers.

It is exactly this question of improvement which has dominated
the thinking of the 'World Championships Squad' in the 5 training
camps and other discussion sessions we have held in the last year.
Wedon't claim to have any magic solutions but at least we have
tried a number of training situations and I'm sure benefitted from
analysing how we did in them- difficult to do in an unstructured
or informal situation, easy when you're told to do it! (By the way,
these camps were open to anyone keen enough to go, details were sent
to all clubs in the issues of 'WM Newsletters', as were the reports
on the camps). To return to the 12th July.
Pacing and Compass exercise Did you all do this? Every time someone
sticks one of these out it's got to be worth doing. Don't sprint it,
to be meaningful you've got to be as tired as you would be in the middle
of a competition. Don't say you don't pace in comps., (you may use
'constant contact' or run 'on the needle' the whole time,) if you can't
fall back on these basic skills you will be an inferior orienteer.
Keep a record of your pacing results in different terrain or you'll
never remember a year later.
Marked line event What better way to encourage map reading amongst
children and beginners? Two contrasting techniques present themselves:
a. constant map contact so you always know where you are, or b. rely
on terrain memory, running like hell if you wish, remembering all the
features you'd passed until you came to the control, then look at
the map and work out where you'd got to ( w e used a pin to make a
small hole in the map to show where we thought the control was)
This type of event could easily be used for the 1982 W and M 12
O/Y series, what do you think? Obviously there would be a few teething
problems to sort out: the time penalty per mm error, using a transparent pen so the line didn't blot out the map features, finding a cheap
biodegradable trail etc.
Compass and mapreading legs Any good O course will demand varying
skills (this is why I don't like uniform areas like Otak. Topu).
This exercise was designed to show the contrast between mainly
map reading on certain legs (controls marked with two circles) and
mainly C & P. If you look carefully at your map you will see the
latter legs are ones where there are several hundred metres to cover
with little information on the map or a bold feature to head for.
( S - 1 , 2-3, 4-5) This was the big lesson of the 1980 Nationals when to take extraordinary care with long compass legs. The 'mapreading' legs were when you were supposed to ignore the compass
(maybe not in a competition) and concentrate on all the features
leading into the control- even if you had to walk to do so. In
elite competitions you can't find technically difficult controls
by simply hoping to trip into them, you've got to learn to read the
fine detail. The best orienteers will know which of many techniques
will suit a given legs best.
Memory course Like pacing, always worth doing. The more you do, the
more you know about yourself. This type (multi-master map) is particularly good because you have more route choice than a Norwegian one
(ie one leg at a time). By using certain simplifying techniques
(eg running some legs on the compass, making dog-legs) you should
be able to hold up to say 4 legs if they are straightforward. The
better you are at this, probably the more you can take in and hold
from one glance at a map in a competition.
Control picking This is a favourite of mine so I did it three times
for good measure. Which of the several flags in the circle is the
one on the correct feature?? You had it easy as you had the code John Rix
given to you, we haven't found out till we got back!
Well, how many of the courses did you do, and what did you learn?

THOUGHTS ABOUT O/Y 8, Woodhill Forest, 15.9.81
Rain, rain, rain,
organisers.
The first
those hailstones at O/Y
come?
On miracle - it
Course 4

will it ever cease? - those poor N.W.
real wet Sunday this year, except for
4 on 7th June. I wonder how many will
is clearing - it will be a dry run.

4.8 km, W35 W19 W17 M50 M35B M15

Control 1 Knoll 320° 260m.
Mustn't lose confidence - must
start safe - make track bend the attack point.
Control 2 Depression 8° 440m.
What a birdnest of contours move right to track fork - should be easy to see control from
track - take it cautiously.
Control 3 Re-entrant 285° 530m.
contour - should be obvious.

To track junction and

Control 4 Depression 14°
730m.
Interesting - should be a
gentle climb to clearing (thank heavens I don't have to sort out
these knolls and re-entrants) - Oops! track bend - follow the
ridge.
Is that confident lady orienteer on my course? Goodness,
I think she is lost - Oh blast - wrong ridge (Farewell dear lady).
NEVER LET ANOTHER ORIENTEER INFLUENCE YOUR ROUTE PLAN
Control 5 Re-entrant
concentrate on paces.

107°

490m.

Should be easy - fast run -

Control 6 Summit 138° 485m.
Should I go right down road to
corrected clearing or left to road bend and L-shaped clearing?
Perhaps left - less climbing.
Where is that darned clearing look up - no blue sky - where is that clearing?
I've a gut
feeling I should be there!!
Oh blow! - cut losses - to catching
track, up depression, there.
Control 7 Re-entrant (upper part) 162° 470m.
Cross road to
clearing - Hey look! There's Laurie running down the road. Oh
boy! I'm beating him.
Yes, he's playing it safe - to corrected
clearing and up long valley. I'll beat him by clearing hopping
along the direct route - where is that clearing - paces, how many?
blast! Did I change my compass bearing - blast! Surroundings
don't seem to fit my map. Oh well, to catching track! to catching
track!! to catching track!!! - goodness me, the road... I've
really blown it! Oh well, pick up control 8 (Re-entrant) and
very carefully back to 7 (342° 470m). Was the track really that
wide? How could I have missed it? There's No. 7, well hidden no wonder I missed it from above - more like a gully than a
re-entrant.
IF YOU LOSE CONCENTRATION, DON'T STUMBLE ON:
IMMEDIATELY TO A POOR WHERE YOU KNOW WHERE YOU ARE

RETURN

Control 9 Re-entrant 225° 550m from 7. An easy, almost flat,
run.
Goodness, there's Phil, going like a rocket and on my
bearing. I must catch him up.
"Hiya Phil! What brings you here?"
"Oh, I finished my run long ago - just checking on some of the
mistakes I made."
NEVER ALLOW YOUR JUDGEMENT TO BE INFLUENCED BY ANOTHER
ORIENTEER.

Control 10 Re-entrant 202° 290m. Should be easily seen from
the depression.
Oh how lovely that FINISH sign looks!
But
how will I explain such a lousy time to my friends?
Thank you very much NorthWest Club for setting a course
that provided so much interest and variation, and thank you for
turning off the rain.
My family and I had a really happy day.
I. BAMFORD

Cartoon Thanks to North West Club

1981 NEW ZEALAND ORIENTEERING FEDERATION
NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS
VENUE:

Woodhill State Forest

ORGANISERS

North West Orienteering Club and Central Orienteering Club

MAP:

New 5 colour map, Photogrammetry Bakken & Helgessen,
Fieldwork D. Miller, Cartography T. Moen.

PROGRAMME:

SATURDAY 24th October, 1981
Warm up event organised by Central Orienteering Club
Start times 1.00 - 3.00 p.m. Entry on the day.
SUNDAY 25th October, 1981
N.Z.O.F. National Championships organised by North West
Orienteering Club.
Start times and course information will be sent out
on 15th October, 1981.
Pre-entry only.
Sunday night Social & Prizegiving at Windsor Park
Mairangi Bay. Tickets must be pre-ordered.
Cost: Adults $9.00, Children under 12 $4.00

GRADES:

M12 & under; M13-14; M15-16; M17-18; M19-20; M21A, B,C;
M35A, B; M43A, B; M50; M56
W12 & under; W13-14; W15-16; W17-18; W19-20; W21A, B,C;
W35A,B; W43; W50
Ages as at 31.12.81. C-Grades must be first year orienteers
(less than 12 months competition).

ENTRIES:

Pre-entry only, to be received by Wed. 30th September, 1981
Fees:
Senior
$5.00
Junior 18 & under
$3.00
Family maximum
$13.00
Send entry form with your cheque payable to "North West
Orienteering Club" or postal note to:
R. Wagner, 20 Redwing Street, Browns Bay, Auckland 10.

T-SHIRTS:

A special T-Shirt to commemorate the 1981 Nationals will be
available but must be pre-ordered. Cost: $8.00. Sizes available: 8/10/12/14/SM/M/OS/XOS

ACCOMMODATION:

Make your own arrangements

AUCKLAND ORIENTEERING RELAY CHAMPIONSHIPS

Organisers: South Auckland Club
Personnel: Setter: Ross Brighouse
Vetter: Ray Sheldon
Co-ordinator: Rosemary Gatland
Venue:

Matakawau
Coloured map, last used on Easter 3-day event
Scale 1:15000 Contour interval 5m

Date:

1st November, 1981

Grades:

Teams of three as follows:
1) Open: M21A (Men only) Approx. winning time
2) Open: W21A (Women only) "
"
"
3) Open: M35 & over
"
"
"
4) Open: W35 & over
"
"
"
5) Juniors 15-18 mixed
"
"
"
6) Juniors 14 & under mixed "
"
"
7) Mixed A (Only one M21A)
40, 30, 50 min
8) Mixed B (No M21A)
30, 25, 40 min

60 min/leg
50 "
50 "
40
40 "
25
"
legs
legs

Mixed teams can be combinations of any grades, with
restrictions as above.
Entry Fees: Seniors $3.00 per runner
Juniors (Grades 5 & 6) $2.00 per runner
Closing Date: 10th October
If you wish to run contact John Gregory.

Junior 14 & under - James Brewis

WELLINGTON CHAMPIONSHIPS
Five Central club members made the effort to get down to the Wellington Champs.
Three (Tony Nicholls, Simon Clendon and myself) travelled with Geoff Bendall
in his car, leaving Auckland at 6 a.m. on Saturday morning. The Champs were
held at "Golgotha", a new area of Ngaumu Forest mapped this year. For the uneducated few, Golgotha means "place of a skull", and was where Jesus was crucified
- an apt name for the area as it was as tough as Wharua. There was no blackberry
to contend with, only massive trees lying on the ground, giving all competitors
some problems.
We arrived at Masterton at 1 p.m. on Saturday afternoon, in time for the warm
up event on part of the map that was not to be used for the champs. I chose
a 2km course, walking for most of it in 34 minutes. This was a better effort
than the champs, the following day! We returned to the cabins to be delighted
by a 4-course dinner prepared by Chef Nicholls.
Arrive Sunday with a fresh snow fall on the Tararuas, and snow on the hills
near Ngaumu Forest. We were met at the event site by an icy wind and puddles
everywhere. My start time soon arrived and was off. Rain overnight made conditions underfoot a trifle tricky and I was amused approaching my third control,
"Clearing", as in the midst of my sprint, I suddenly found myself shin deep in
water wading towards the island where the control was situated. The map was
good, although some of the feasibility colours were suspicious, bringing luck
into your route choice. I finished my 4.4km course in 76 min, coming third.
Geoff Bendall finished his 4.2km course in 82 min and won! Tony Nicholls was
4th and Simon Clendon 2nd (Athol Lonsdale 3rd in M50A) Back to Auckland with
a snowfight, Tony Nicholls' wit and Geoff Bendall's bawdy ballads keeping us
awake. We arrived in Auckland at 11 p.m. and it was raining!!
Robert Crawford

"

July/Aug British O

HOW NOT TO OVERLOAD YOUR BRAIN
One of the most important activities
during orienteering is the assimilation of
information and use of this information
to make decisions which are translated
into actions.
Information is presented on the map,
on the compass, on the control description sheet and in the surrounding terrain.
This mass of information must be sifted
and processed and the relevant bits
utilised.
I think the concept of short term
memory and the way this can be overloaded may throw light on the way one
can work towards a better personal
information handling system.
First what is short term memory and
what are its limitations?
Take 6 letters TQVABS — observe
them for 10 secs then see if you can
remember them — easy.
Take 12 letters TQVABSZKWLRP and
try to do the same — probably can no
longer remember them. We could learn
the sequence given longer study — but
that is not short term memory.
So short term memory is rapid recall of
recently rapidly assimilated information
and its capacity is limited.
However try the following 12 letters
BOYCATPINLAW — these can be remembered as the brain sees them as 4
short words not 12 letters. The psychological observation is that most people
can store up to about 7 pieces of information in their short term memory — this
information may be letters, digits, words,
sentences or concepts.
e.g. in chemistry

is 24 bits of information to a novice —
hard to remember but a more sophisticated chemist might think of it as

CH OH(CHOH) CHO
2

4

and then it is only 3 or 4 bits of information. To an even more experienced
chemist it is Glucose — one bit of information. The last could easily store
several such structures in his short term
memory as he can store the known (to
him) concept 'glucose' and rely on
experience to know what glucose means
(working memory — where new and
recalled information interact and are
linked ready for response or storage).
So if we assume we can store 7 concepts
and the experience of each concept determines the information content of each
concept.
Now to consider what happens if we try
to overload this short term memory. To
take another example from chemistry —
if students are given a problem in which
chemical equations are supplied and
balanced then 70% get the correct answer

G.B.J. Unloading his brain! Photo: Dave Gittus
— however, if they have to balance the
equations themselves then only 30% get
the correct answer. It is clear from this
and other evidence that if asked to recall
too much information and, at the same
time, sequence it and use it one is more
likely to get the wrong answer— test this
yourself with complex mental arithmetic. This is overload of short term
memory — cannot cope with too much
input/output — explains absent mindedness or day dreaming etc.
Now how does this apply to orienteering? First consider results from
experiments with chess players, who
were asked to memorise 20-25 pieces on a
chess board in 10 secs and then to reproduce the positions of the pieces on a
different board from memory. If the
pieces were as in a game then the average
player will replace about 6 correctly,
whilst a master or grand master will
usually replace all correctly. If the set up
was random and not from a game then all
alike will only replace 6 pieces correctly.
This is because the master has a vocabulary of 25-100,000 concepts of related
chess positions and divides the 25 pieces
up into about 6 'bits' of information. He
can then remember them. (An educated
adult has a vocabulary of about 100,000
words in his own language).
Another example of how a concept of
related parts eases memory is from the
times taken to learn the following:
Material
Unit Time to learn
(sec/unit)
Nonsense
syll.
syll
27.9
Digits
digit
25.5
Prose
word
7.2
Poetry
word
3.0
So if one has a vocabulary of concepts of
commonly related information one can
carry and process more information than
if the information has to be processed in
its smallest unit. This applies to solving
any problem — if the information content
is organised and ordered and amalgamated into concepts the problem is greatly
simplified — and to the individual the
problem no longer appears as difficult as
it would have seemed if the information
had not been organised.
I believe in orienteering the concepts
one has learnt over the years of building
up experience have all got a high level of

information content, eg. an experienced
orienteer looks at his map and sees a
valley with ditches, thickets and a path
down its length. To an inexperienced
orienteer the same bit of map is
— a network of blue lines - ditches
— with green patches
— brown lines
— up or down?
— some brown dots
— a mass of crags and boulders
— black dashed lines
So the experienced orienteer uses one
concept whilst the inexperienced needs 6
or 7 (some of them unnecessary information) concepts.
Perhaps there is a further sophistication here — the visualisation of information as a mental image — does one map
read in symbols, words or pictures — and
which is the easiest form to hold and
process information? Certainly a series of
connected words is a single concept but
perhaps there is a bigger information
content in a visual concept.
How can we use this knowledge to
improve our orienteering. Obviously
simplification is one way — avoid processing unnecessary information — see
the map as a picture of the terrain only
incorporating the significant (to us at the
time) features.
Don't overload the brain with superfluous information at the wrong time, eg.
— don't worry about control code while
fine map reading
— look ahead when the navigation is
simple
— solve problems in advance - relegate
information to background to free
short term memory for current navigation
— once solved, problems can easily be
either recalled or resolved following a
reminding glance at the map - as then
less concepts are needed than to
originally solve the problem
— develop a large vocabulary of solved
problems, topographical combinations, mental pictures of terrain etc.
— all mechanical techniques (compass,
running, map reading, etc.) to be done
automatically — requiring no thought
(cl. driving a car).
Gareth Bryan-Jones (FVO)
BOF Senior Coach

ORIENTEER OF THE YEAR
(Results to

"OY"

No.

* = "O.Y." winner in series 1981

7)

TOTAL PTS

MAX PTS. POSSIBLE

GRADE

NAME

M-12

BREWIS R.
BOTTOMLEY J .

M13-14

BELL P .
BREWIS J .
BRIGHOUSE J .
SHELDON M.
SNEDDON S.
BELL A.
SNEDDON C.
BOTTOMLEY J . A .

87.9
85.4
56.2
26
25
20.9
14. 8
9

97.9
100
81.1
65
65
60.9
54.8
49

M15-16

CLENDON S.
CRAWFORD R.
MOORE M.
RYDER A.

98.8
80.3
16
13

100
100
76
73

M17-18

MCDONALD *

80

100

M19-20

BRUCE W.
POWELL R.

46
12.8

100
72.8

M21A

BRIGHOUSE R.
RIX J .
MOEN T.
ROBINSON J .
BATTLEY C.
MELROSE D.
HATWELL K.
HENDRIE B.
WAGNER R.
ROGERS D.
PALMER S.
REEVES A.

92.1
72
60.9
46.5
37.3
33.1
21
14.2
13
12
10
3

100
94.7
81.5
82.5
77.3
73.1
61
54.2
50
52
50
43

M21B

FOSTER S.
EVANS G.
BOLT C.
NEWTON M.
BAKER R.
GILMOUR J .
IDOINE B.
PLIMMER G.
ADAMS C.
STEVENS L.

94.9
39.2
35
34.5
22.8
20.5
19.3
8. 3
7
3

100
66.2
75
74.5
58.8
60.5
59. 3
48.3
47
43

M35

GREGORY J .
STONE K.
SHUKER B.
BRAY C.
ASPIN W.
SHELDON R.
ROLFE D.
LOELSH K.
STEVENS

63.3
61.3
60
44.3
37.3
34.1
12
7
4

96.6
96.9
100
92.8
89.5
82.1
72
67
64

*

*

100
21.7

100
61.7

GRADE

NAME

TOTAL PTS.

MAX PTS. POSSIBLE

BENDALL G.
BREWIS A.
BOTTOMLEY W.
STEINEMANN P.
DENYER J .
CLENDON T.
MACKINLAY I .
POWELL R.

66.7
47.1
44
31.6
29
24
9
4

92.9
76.1
78
67.6
69
57
49
44

BAXTER L.
MELLSOP P.
BROWNE K.
LONSDALE A.
BAMFORD I .
KING R.
SMALL S .
MORRIS D.
MURPHY B.

78
68.8
66.1
39.3
33.1
26
6
2
0

94.5
100
100
91.3
75.1
86
66
62
60

M56+

OLDFIELD A.
RYDER N.

48.1
38.3

71.1
65.3

W12

OLDFIELD R.
CLENDON J .
STONE A.
CLENDON P .
ROBINSON T.
SHELDON K.
SNEDDON S .

72.3
63.3
46.2
44.7
33
20
8

97
90.3
81.2
71.7
71
60
48

W13-14

NICHOLS K.
MOORE A.
NICHOLS T.

86.3
75
47.1

100
100
79.1

W15-16

BROWNE J .
ASPIN L.
CUNNINGHAM J .
ROLFE M.
FETTES J .
BREWIS A.

85.3
69.8
54.9
53
28
2

97.7
98.7
78.9
80
61
42

W17-18

NO ENTRIES TO DATE

W21A

FETTES C.
ROBINSON V.
ASPIN P.
GATLAND R.
MOEN M.
EVANS J .
SNEDDON P .
HATWELL C.
MOORE R.
DENIZE S .

84.9
77.6
75.3
37.7
25.5
20.8
20
15.4
13
8

100
93.5
98.3
63.7
65.5
56.8
60
55.4
53
48

M43

M50

GRADE

NAME

TOTAL PTS.

MAX PTS. POSSIBLE

W21B

O'BRIEN L .
TAYLOR J .
RYDER S .
BOLT H.
WAGNER E.
PLIMMER B.
MICHIE M.
GREGORY B.
DOLBEL D.

*

79.3
27
20.3
14.5
14
8
8
7
3

W35

98.3
67
60.3
54.5
54
48
48
47
43

BELL J.
STONE L.
SHELDON J .
STEINEMANN N.
PETRIE C.

83.7
55.5
26
12
1

100
91.5
75
72
61

W43

FETTES A.
RYDER B.
HATWELL M.
BREWIS J .
WEEKES H.
CLENDON H.

78.9
71.3
58.3
45
44
18.2

100
95.9
88.1
74
84
58.2

W50

OLDFIELD D.

80

100

*

A SELECT GLOSSARY OF
ORIENTEERING TERMS
PART 6
by John Williams (SA)
ROUTE ORIENTEERING
Competitors follow a route indicated on the ground
from start to finish. Each orienteer is required to mark
exactly on his map the position of controls passed along
the route.
RUNNABILITY
The rate of progress made by an orienteer. Runnability varies from fast (run) to slow (fight) according to
thickness of the vegetation and is depicted on the map
by several grades of stipple or penetration screen. (Slow
areas are often referred to as 'green').
RUNNING
Although the sport is sometimes described as
"cunning running", some orienteers have been successful
wihout the need for fast running. Geoff Peck, Britain's
top performer, managed by only running 3 x 4 km per
week in the period 1966-69. Improvements have come
through increased volume of training such that elite
performers could all run respectable track 10,000m and
marathons.
SKRENT
Norwegian term for linear rock outcrop or rib of
rock. An interesting example of (a) the diffusion of new
terms, (b) trends. Hal Dalheim first used it in Australia
for the 1979 Easter 3 Days and it was adopted by Gil
Hollamby for his Mack Creek (SA) Badge event, but a
few months later its use was disallowed by the Q.F.A.
Council.
SCALE
The relationship between distance on the ground
and equivalent distance on the map expressed as a ratio,
e.g. 1:15,000, a representative fraction1/15,000,inwords
1cmrepresents 150 metres or as a line scale
0 150 300
Metres
Orienteering maps have large scales; commonly 1:5,000,
1:10,000, 1:15,000, 1:20,000. The map ratio should be
shown near the title and a line scale in metres should be
present.
SCALE (PACE)
Some orienteers measure map distance in terms of
number of paces rather than actual distance in metres.
This eliminates the need for calculating the conversion
from paces to metres and encourages pace counting.
SHADOWING
A training technique in which a "shadowing"
orienteer or coach follows a competitor around a course
noting route choice, map reading, control procedures
etc. On completion of the session, there follows an
analysis of the orienteer's strengths and weaknesses.
SILVA
By mounting a compass onto a protractor baseplate, Tillander, a Swede, laid the basis of orienteering.
The principle was developed by the Kjellstrom brothers
as'theSilva system' and they used the money from the
sale of their compasses to promote orienteering in
Scandinavia and beyond.
SITE (CONTROL)
The precise location of a control as specified in the
control description I.O.F. specification list: "which of
any similar feature; the control feature; appearance of
feature; dimensions of feature and other important
information."

SPIKE
To find the control immediately without any loss of
time.
START
The placement of a start area is important and, for
major competitions, may be several kilometres from the
finish area.
STEREOSCOPE
An optical device which enables the viewer to gain
a three dimensional view of terrain using photographs in
which there is at least 60% overlap.
STOP-LIGHT THINKING
Also "Traffic Light". In considering a leg, an
orienteer can divide it into three sections, each of which
requires different proportions of rough and precise
orienteering. These are Green (fast running, rough O);
Amber (slower running speed, more precise navigation
as the attack point is approached); Red (the last part of
the leg or any section requiring slow, careful progress the orienteer moves slowly from the attack point, often
within the circle.)
TERRAIN TRAINING (TECHNIQUE)
Running through forest or bush without using roads
or tracks. This develops strength and stamina, improves
running technique and gives an orienteer confidence in
taking direct routes.
THUMB COMPASS
A Silva compass introduced into Australia in 1979.
A rubber band helps the orienteer keep the compass on
the map ensuring continuous map orientation and
encouraging better map reading.
THUMBING THE MAP
An elementary but important map reading technique in which an orienteer identifies his position on the
map by thumb. This greatly assist map reading and saves
time otherwise required to relocate on the map between
glances.
IT'S A THOUGHT, SPORT
The Control Card is a vital part of your Orienteering
equipment. It can also be a useful aid. Many Orienteers
write the Control Codes and Control Descriptions onto
their Control Card so that these can be double-checked
as the card is punched.

